Aerosol Particle and Black Carbon Emission Factors of Vehicular Fleet in Manila, Philippines
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Abstract: Poor air quality has been identified as one of the main risks to human health, especially in developing regions, where the information on physical chemical properties of air pollutants is lacking. To bridge this gap, we conducted an intensive measurement campaign in Manila, Philippines to determine the emission factors (EFs) of particle number (PN) and equivalent black carbon (BC). The focus was on public utility jeepsneys (PUJ), equipped with old technology diesel engines, widely used for public transportation. The EFs were determined by aerosol physical measurements, fleet information, and modeled dilution using the Operational Street Pollution Model (OSPM). The results show that average vehicle EFs of PN and BC in Manila is up to two orders of magnitude higher than European emission standards. Furthermore, a PUJ emits up to seven times more than a light-duty vehicles (LDVs) and contribute to more than 60% of BC emission in Manila. Unfortunately, traffic restrictions for heavy-duty vehicles do not apply to PUJs. The results presented in this work provide a framework to help support targeted traffic interventions to improve urban air quality not only in Manila, but also in other countries with a similar fleet composed of old-technology vehicles.
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1. Introduction

Degradation of air quality, especially in developing regions, was shown to be related to road traffic [1]. The particulate emissions from traffic are mainly linked to elevated number concentrations of ultrafine particles (UFPs, diameter less than 100 nm). UFPs can deeply penetrate into the lungs [2] and cause negative health responses [3]. Moreover, combustion related particles, black carbon (BC) or soot, often contain toxic trace compounds [4,5], which were shown to negatively impact human health [6].

The problem of traffic-related particulate pollution was recognized in higher income countries and addressed by improving vehicle engine technology and fuel quality [5,7]. Introduction of diesel particle filters [8] and implementation of low emission zones [9] demonstrated to be useful methods to improve...
urban air quality [10]. Such strategies, on the other hand, are rarely practiced in the developing regions, due to economic and behavioral factors. Here, significant portions of pre-Euro-standard vehicles still remain in use for public transportation [11]. Previously mentioned strategies to control vehicle emissions are often too expensive and not seen as practical to be implemented into old-technology vehicles. The severity of the problem is amplified by insufficient monitoring of the core pollutants, e.g., black carbon (BC), due to lack of instrumentation and expertise. Consequently, a detailed inventory of urban road traffic emissions is yet to be generated, which in turn will allow modeling of air quality and to develop strategies for mitigation of particulate traffic emissions.

Emission factors (EF), a parameter describing the concentration of pollutant emitted within a driven distance (or amount of fuel burnt) [12], serve as an input in many urban air quality models [13]. Numerous laboratory-based and real-world studies of aerosol EF were conducted in Europe, US, Australia, China, and India [14–19]. From the literature study, it is evident that the majority of EF studies were conducted in mid- to highly developed countries. On the other hand, in regions where road traffic-related pollution is the highest, EF studies are often left behind due to technical difficulties and incapacities.

The main objectives of this study are: (1) to address the concern of air pollution issue in a developing region of Southeast Asia by providing an inventory of the road-traffic related particle number (PN) and equivalent black carbon (BC) emission factors for the average vehicle, public utility jeeps (PUJs), and light-duty vehicles (LDVs); (2) as well as to raise the awareness about air quality in developing regions, where the pollution is dominated by traffic-related emissions of incomplete combustion. Metro Manila, the capital of the Philippines, was chosen as the domain for this study. It is one of the most densely populated cities in the world (information available at https://population.un.org/wup/Maps/ (Accessed 30 June 2019)). Here, the most commonly used public transportation is based on PUJs, vehicles equipped with old-technology diesel. Emissions from PUJs have recently been identified as the major contributor to elevated emissions of BC in Metro Manila [20].

2. Measurement Set-Up

The particle number size distribution (size range from 10 nm to 10 μm), equivalent black carbon (BC) mass concentration, meteorological conditions, and traffic information were collected during an intensive measurement campaign called Manila Aerosol Characterization Experiment in 2015 (MACE 2015). The campaign was designed to investigate the properties of road-traffic related particulate pollution in a highly urbanized area of Metro Manila. The MACE 2015 campaign was organized by the Leibniz-Institute for Tropospheric Research (TROPOS) and the consortium “Researchers for Clean Air” (RESCueAir) in three stages from March to June, 2015. The first stage of the campaign consisted of sampling days between 1 April–5 May at Katipunan Avenue (roadside site), followed by an inter-comparison stage located at the Manila Observatory (urban background site) from 7–14 May, and last stage was at Taft Avenue (roadside site) during 18 May–10 June (Figure 1). The data used in this work is during the last stage of the campaign when the measurement container was placed in a street canyon. A detailed description of the campaign stages can be found in Alas et al. [21] and Kecorius et al. [20].
2.1. Street Configuration at Taft Avenue

Taft Avenue (14.56° N, 120.99° E) is composed of six lanes, three lanes each direction. The measurement container was placed in one of the southbound lanes (Figure 2, left). A traffic light was about 100 m south from the measurement container. A distinctive feature of the area was the elevated light-rail train track in the middle of the road (7 m above the street). The street width is 30 m, and the average canyon height is 60 m. This type of street (street aspect ratio (H/W) of 2.0) corresponds to a deep street canyon [22]. The corresponding sketch (see Figure 2, right) represents the street configuration used in the modeling of the dilution factor. Taft Ave. is often congested due to the surrounding commercial establishments. A stop-and-go driving behavior was frequently observed during the daytime. During nighttime, the traffic flow was more steady with vehicle speeds no more than 50 km h\(^{-1}\).

2.2. Instrumentation

The aerosol sampling line on top of the mobile measurement container consisted of a PM\(_{10}\) inlet (16.67 L min\(^{-1}\), approx. 5 m a.s.l.), two 1.5-meter long Nafion driers (15 mm inner diameter), and an automatic drying chamber [23]. Inside the container, the aerosol flow was divided between the
instruments using an isokinetic splitter and conductive stainless steel tubing. A TROPOS-type Mobility Particle Size Spectrometer (MPSS) [24] was used to measure the particle number size distribution (PNSD) in the size range from 10–800 nm (mobility diameter) with a time resolution of 2.5 min. The system uses a Hauke-type Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA) and Condensation Particle Counter (CPC, model 3772, TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN, USA, flow rate 1 L min\(^{-1}\)). The larger particles in the size range from 500 nm–10 \(\mu\)m (aerodynamic diameter) were measured using an Aerodynamic Particle Size Spectrometer (APS, model 3221, TSI Inc., USA). Nebulized poly styrene latex spheres (203, 1000, and 2000 nm, Thermo Scientific™, Waltham, MA, USA, Duke Standards™) were used to ensure the sizing accuracy of both MPSS and APS as suggested in Wiedensohler et al. [25] and Pfeifer et al. [26]. Other data quality routines included, e.g., regular zero checks (detecting leaks in the plumbing lines), and high voltage calibration (for MPSS) that were done on a regular basis (once per week).

To obtain particle number size distribution from 10 nm to 10 \(\mu\)m (volume equivalent diameter), PNSDs from MPSS and APS were merged using an enhanced inversion algorithm [27]. We used a density of 1.8 g cm\(^{-3}\), which corresponds to diesel soot particles [28]. The dynamic shape factor profile was retrieved from the best fit of overlapping MPSS and APS PNSDs and ranged from 1.5 to 2.5, which is in good agreement with the previous study on soot particle shape factor [29]. The merged PNSDs were used to calculate particle surface area, volume and mass concentrations in different size ranges (see Supplementary Material Table S1). Note that in the literature, different size ranges were presented for PN EFs (e.g., Wang et al. [15]). In this work, we chose the size intervals as in Birmili et al. [30] for comparison purposes.

The equivalent black carbon (BC) mass concentration was measured using a Multi-Angle Absorption Photometer (MAAP Model 5012, Thermo, Inc., Waltham, MA USA) [31]. The MAAP flow was adjusted to 3 L min\(^{-1}\) to save the fiber filter in the heavily polluted environment. Meteorological parameters, such as wind speed and direction, ambient temperature, relative humidity (RH), global radiation, and precipitation was measured using automatic weather stations both at the rooftop of the measurement container and a De La Salle University building and can be found in the supplementary material (Table S2, Figure S1). Briefly, the measurement campaign took place during both dry and wet seasons [20]. In this study, we have excluded time periods with occasional rain events, which could influence the measurement results. The average temperature, wind speed and relative humidity (RH) in Taft Ave. during measurement period was 31 ± 2 °C, 0.8 ± 0.4 m s\(^{-1}\), 69 ± 8%, respectively. The prevailing wind direction during the daytime was southwest and northwest, which is almost perpendicular and parallel to Taft Avenue, respectively.

### 2.3. Estimation of Emission Factors (EF)

In this work, an inverse modeling approach was used to determine the road traffic EFs of aerosol particle number and equivalent black carbon [12]. The EF\(_{i,k}\) of the pollutant \(i\) and \(k\)th vehicle category can be calculated from the equation:

\[
EF_{i,k}[\text{km-veh}^{-1}] = \frac{(\Delta C_i)}{F} \times \sum_k N_k \left[\frac{\text{veh}}{s}\right],
\]

where \(\Delta C_i\) is the difference between curbside and background pollutant concentration, \(F\) (s m\(^{-2}\)) is the dilution factor modeled using the OSPM, and \(N_k\) is the traffic flow of \(k\)th vehicle category. Because the total emission along the curbside can be seen as the superposition of each vehicle group category, we can separate the emission of the fleet into LDVs and jeepneys (PUJs), rewriting Equation (1) as:

\[
EF_{\text{Total}} = EF_{i,k,\text{LDVs}} \frac{N_{\text{LDVs}}}{N_{\text{Total}}} + EF_{i,k,\text{PUJs}} \frac{N_{\text{PUJs}}}{N_{\text{Total}}} + \epsilon_i,
\]
where \( EF_{i,LDV} \) and \( EF_{i,Jeepney} \) are the emission factor of the pollutant \( i \), \( \frac{N_{LDV}}{N_{Total}} \) and \( \frac{N_{PUJ}}{N_{Total}} \) are the number fraction of LDVs and PUJs, and \( \epsilon_i \) is the residual component. Equation (2) is solved by bivariate linear regression resulting in a plane where the slope represents the EF of the \( k \)th vehicle category and the uncertainty of the slope is an estimate of the uncertainties of the EF originating from the concentration measurements and the \( F \) [32].

2.3.1. Determination of Curbside Contribution

Road traffic contribution to measured pollutant concentration can be calculated as the difference between the curbside (\( C_{curbside} \)) and background (\( C_{background} \)) pollution concentrations:

\[
\Delta C(t) = C_{curbside}(t) - C_{background}(t).
\] (3)

The curbside concentration is a superposition of the (1) urban background concentration that is the result of both regional and continental concentrations, and the (2) direct tailpipe emissions of the vehicles in that street. Kakosimos et al. [33] presents several methods to estimate \( \Delta C \). The urban background pollutant concentrations can be obtained from a nearby measurement station that is not affected by direct emissions. If urban background measurements are not available, nighttime curbside pollutant concentration can be used [34]. In this study, we determined the background PN and BC mass concentrations by applying the rolling minimum method [20]. The method was shown to accurately estimate (uncertainty of <5%) the background concentration at the curbside when urban background measurements are lacking. We prefer this method over constant nighttime values, because it was shown that background concentration in urban environment is not constant. The retrieved urban background concentrations and the results of the bivariate linear regression can be found in Supplementary Material Figures S2 and S3, respectively.

2.3.2. Dilution and Emission Factors

The OSPM model was used to obtain the dilution factor (\( F \)), used in EF calculation as:

\[
F = \left( \frac{2}{\pi} \right) \frac{1}{W} \sqrt{\frac{(au_b)^2 + \sigma_t^2}{(au_b)^2 + a_t^2}} \ln \left( 1 + \frac{\sqrt{(au_b)^2 + \sigma_t^2}}{u_b h_0} \right) + \frac{L_r}{W (a_{ud} L_t + u_d L_s)},
\] (4)

where \( W \) is the street width, \( u_b \) is the wind speed at the street level, \( u_d \) the speed of convection, \( h_0 \) the initial dispersion parameter, \( a \) an empirical constant (0.1), \( \sigma_t \) the traffic-induced turbulence, \( \theta \) the angle of wind direction and street axis, \( a_{ud} \) is the flux velocity, \( L_{r,t,s} \) is the length, top edge, and side edge of the recirculation zone, respectively. In brief, the factor \( F \) in OSPM is based on the combination of a plume model for the emissions that are directly transported from the vehicle exhaust to the sampling inlet of the monitoring station and a box model for the emission that recirculates in the street canyon by a vortex flow. A more detailed discussion of the model is provided by Berkowicz et al. [12] and Xia [35], and it is briefly illustrated in Supplementary Material (Figure S4).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Traffic Conditions

Traffic flow in street canyon was characterized by manually counting the passing vehicles from continuous street videos. The traffic fleet was divided into two classes: (a) the light-duty vehicle (LDVs), which consists of passenger cars, motorbikes, tricycles; and (b) heavy-duty vehicles, including buses, delivery trucks, and jeepneys (PUJs). Please note that the traffic was counted for one direction flow only. The total vehicle number was obtained by multiplying the vehicle count by two. Possibly introduced uncertainties are discussed in Section 4. Due to a scheduled traffic regulation at Taft Ave., most delivery trucks and buses are not allowed to traverse the avenue. Thus, the heavy-duty vehicle
category is dominated by PUJs (up to 94%). The average daily traffic density during the measurement campaign was 40,000 ± 120 vehicles per day. The average diurnal variation of the total traffic volume and the fraction of PUJs are shown in Figure 3.

During all the days of the week, the traffic volume on the street between 06:00 and 18:00 were rather stable with more than 2000 vehicles h⁻¹. A slight increase can be noticed during morning (06:00 to 09:00), lunch (11:00 to 13:00), and afternoon (16:00 to 18:00) rush hours. Traffic volume subsides from around 18:00 and reaches its minimum of 500 vehicles h⁻¹ at approx. 03:00, after which it starts to increase again. On average, the PUJ share was 20% of the total traffic volume, but this share increases during nighttime, as it becomes the main means of public transportation along the avenue. A sample traffic video at Taft Ave. is provided by Kecorius et al. [20].

### 3.2. Mixed Fleet Emission Factor

The average diurnal variation of the size-segregated PN and the BC EFs for the mixed fleet at Taft Avenue is presented in Figure 4a,b, respectively. For reference, Figure 4b includes the PM₁₀, PM₂.₅, and PM₁₀ mass EF (derived from merged PNSDs). Results are also summarized in Table 1, where comparisons with other studies are added. Readers are recommended to visit the Supplementary Material (Tables S3 and S4) for auxiliary information on particle surface area, particle volume, and particle mass EFs.

The first distinct feature that can be seen in Figure 4 is the oddly high value of EF for both particle number and mass EF during early morning hours (03:00 to 05:00). During this time, EF values are almost twice as large as the daily average. A similar increase in particulate EF during nighttime was also observed in other studies [5,8,32] and has no straightforward explanation. One possible reason for higher EFs could be the inaccuracy of vehicle counts collected during nighttime or darkness [36,37], as headlights from vehicle obstructs the manual counting from nighttime video footages. On the other hand, the odd increase of EF might be attributed to the prevalence of diesel vehicles during nighttime. This was observed in an EF study [32] in an urban street in Copenhagen, Denmark where diesel taxis dominate during nighttime. In their study, the authors speculated that the increased fraction of diesel-powered vehicles, which are known to generate higher emissions, caused the increase of EF during nighttime. In this study, EFs’ variability during nighttime seem also to be linked to diesel vehicle fraction increase (in our case it is PUJ; see Figure 3). Although this data is valid (no artifacts due to vehicular fleet count as mentioned previously), for averaged values, we only used EFs from the time period 06:00 to 21:00. That is, the time period with rather constant LDVs and PUJs share. Similarly, in a study by Ketzel et al. [32], the authors focused on the EF derived when the traffic shares
were relatively constant. The EFs including nighttime values are given in the Supplementary Material (Tables S3 and S4).

The mean BC EF of an average fleet at Taft Avenue is 336 ± 4.2 mg·veh⁻¹·km⁻¹, which is in good agreement with the results from Kecorius et al. [20]. It must be noted that our observed BC EF is rather difficult to compare with values from other developing regions due to the lack of such information. However, we can see that the BC EF is at least an order of magnitude higher than the values observed in Europe (e.g., [38]; see Table 1). Moreover, the calculated mass EFs of particulate matter revealed that the majority of the emitted PM₁ and PM₂.₅ is comprised of BC: 72% and 64%, respectively. It shows two things: (1) the emission of BC in the metropolis is unprecedentedly high; and (2) BC is an important constituent in PM fraction and thus needs to be measured in places where primary emission from vehicular fleets is of concern.

In terms of particle number, the average EFs for total vehicular fleet is 53.5 ± 0.64, 41.0 ± 0.43, 17.6 ± 0.20, 0.15 ± 0.003, and 106 ± 1.1 (10¹³ particles·veh⁻¹·km⁻¹), for EF₁₀⁻₂₀ nm, EF₂₀⁻₆₀ nm, EF₆₀⁻₃₀₀ nm, EF₃₀₀⁻₈₀₀ nm, and EF<₁₀₀₀ nm, respectively. That is approximately six-fold higher than that observed by Imhof et al. [38]. If compared to the Euro 5 and Euro 6 guidelines to reduce harmful pollutants from vehicle exhausts [39] (imposed limit for diesel vehicles of 6.0 × 10¹¹ particles per driven kilometer), we see that EF in Manila is two orders of magnitude higher than what is expected for Euro 5 and 6 vehicles in Europe. Please note that Euro emission norm is for non-volatile particles, while here, all particles are described. From a technical point of view, the possible explanations for such high EFs of particulate pollutants in Manila could be the outdated engine, poor fuel quality, non-existing exhaust after treatment elements (e.g., particulate filters), to name a few.

### 3.3. Vehicle Segregated Emission Factor

The vehicle-segregated PN and BC EFs are summarized in Table 1. Note that the EFs were calculated for the time period from 06:00 to 21:00. The EF of BC for LDVs and PUJs were found to be 179 ± 4.2 mg·veh⁻¹·km⁻¹ and 1260 ± 50 mg·veh⁻¹·km⁻¹, respectively. No standards have been set for BC emission worldwide. Thus, to have a sense of the scale of the BC emissions in Manila, we compared the BC mass EF to European PM EF emission standards. It reveals that BC EF alone in Manila exceeds the Euro 5 and Euro 6 PM limit for diesel passenger car by 40 times. The exceedance is even higher (58 times) if we compare our derived PM₂.₅ values with the Euro 5 and 6 standards (283 ± 41 vs. 5 mg·km⁻¹, respectively).

Comparison of vehicle segregated emission factors reported in other literature is challenging for several reasons, e.g., different shares of fuel type and vehicle technology, year and location of study, etc. Moreover, there are several methods to determine EF, e.g., on road chasing method [40], chassis dynamometer testing, etc. Because of this, we focused the comparison with other works.
conducted in a real-world driving conditions. Similar to other studies listed in Table 1, the LDVs showed lower emission factors than the PUJs for both BC and PN EF. In the previous BC EF study in Manila [20], the LDV appears to have six times lower value than our result (27 vs. 180 mg km\(^{-1}\), respectively). The difference can be attributed to the time period used in the calculation. In previous study, a complete 24-hour data was used to calculate the EF, whereas in our study, data used was restricted when the LDV and PUJ shares were rather stable. The BC EF of LDV in our study becomes comparable to Kecorius et al. [20] if we consider a 24-hour data set (35 vs. 27 mg km\(^{-1}\), respectively; Table S3). Otherwise, the BC EF of LDV in this study is 4–18 times higher than other studies and up to three times higher compared to Euro 5 and Euro 6. Similarly, the BC EF of PUJs compared with HDV from other studies is up to three times higher.

Table 1. Summary of particle number (PN) and BC mass emission factor (EF) compared to values from literature. Note that in case of Manila, column for heavy-duty vehicles (HDV) represents the EFs of public utility jeepneys (PUJs). Results for passenger-car like vehicles, which include light-duty vehicles (LDV), were compared with published emission factors of LDVs. We present results as mean EF (± standard error) and mean EF (± standard error or standard deviation) for other studies. YoM—year of measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>YoM</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Fleet</th>
<th>LDV Mass Emission Factor (mg/veh·km)</th>
<th>HDV Mass Emission Factor (mg/veh·km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This study</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>336 ± 4.2</td>
<td>179 ± 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zurich, Switzerland [38]</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>35 ± 3.0</td>
<td>10 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Paulo, Brazil [41]</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Tunnel</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beijing, China [18]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Londrina, Brazil [42]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>26 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Paulo, Brazil [43]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Highway</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>41 ± 63</td>
<td>170 ± 259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>N(_{10-20})</td>
<td>53.5 ± 0.64</td>
<td>22.4 ± 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N(_{20-60})</td>
<td>41.0 ± 0.43</td>
<td>24.2 ± 2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N(_{60-300})</td>
<td>17.6 ± 0.20</td>
<td>10.0 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N(_{300-800})</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N(_{&lt;100})</td>
<td>106 ± 1.1</td>
<td>55.6 ± 7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Copenhagen, Denmark [32] 2001 Urban N\(_{10-700}\) 28 - -

Zurich, Switzerland [38] 2002 Urban N\(_{18-50}\) 5.4 ± 0.4 2.6 ± 0.2 73 ± 3

Berlin, Germany [45] 2005 Urban N\(_{10-50}\) 21 ± 2 2.4 ± 1.5 296 ± 35

Leipzig, Germany [5] 2006 Urban N\(_{4-800}\) - 54 ± 2 4300 ± 1700

Copenhagen, Denmark [15] 2008 Urban N\(_{10-30}\) 10.1 ± 0.24 3.9 ± 0.48 155 ± 10

London, UK [44] 2003 Urban N\(_{11-437}\) - 5.8 63.6

The comparison of size-segregated PN EF with other studies is even more difficult because of the difference in cut-off sizes, instrumentation, ambient conditions (e.g., relative humidity), etc. For example, inside tunnels, the particle losses becomes important due to coagulation and dry deposition on the walls for particle diameter D\(_p\) < 30 nm [19]. Thus, our comparison was focused specifically on studies carried out in an urban street canyon with relatively low vehicle speed (<50 km h\(^{-1}\)) and particle size range with similar cut-off size. In general, the results from all studies conclude that LDVs has lower emissions than PUJs (or HDVs). If we compare EF of PN (size range 4 to 1000 nm, N\(_{tot(4-1000)}\)), our observed values for LDVs were within an order of magnitude except from Imhof et al. [38] and
PUJs from Klose et al. [8]. For similar size range, N_{<1000}, the EF for LDVs and PUJs of this study is comparable to values reported in Krecl et al. [7], although their values for LDV is almost twice as high as that reported here. The differences between studies have no direct explanation as PN EF might also be linked to nucleation processes (after the exhaust), which is dependent on many factors, e.g., sulfur content of fuel. Overall, the EF of particle number, mass, and BC mass in Manila is 2 to 18 times higher than the values found in the literature. If compared to the EURO 6 standard—particulate pollutant emission in Manila is alarmingly high.

4. Study Limitations

The EF determined in this study is the subject of multiple uncertainties, which although not mentioned in previous works, must be considered when comparing the results. Ketzel et al. [32] only roughly described the model uncertainty, which was defined as the uncertainty of the slope from linear regressions (concentration difference versus dilution). The authors state that the uncertainty of the slope is an estimate of the uncertainties originating from the concentration measurements and the function F. Systematic errors, on the other hand, were not discussed neither by Ketzel et al. [32] nor in other studies that used OSPM to estimate the road traffic EF. In the following, we discuss the possible errors, which are expected to increase the uncertainty of the presented results in our study. Please note that although we present the uncertainty estimate, we did not include it in the results. This ensures the consistency when comparing the results to previous studies.

4.1. Measurements of Black Carbon Mass Concentration and Particle Number Size Distributions

To measure BC mass concentration, we used the multiple angle absorption photometer (MAAP). Although this instrument is not an absolute reference method for the absorption measurements, due to its sophisticated radiative transfer scheme it is used as a reference for BC measurements in various sites for years [46]. From an inter-comparison of multiple MAAP instruments, Müller et al. [47] found an inter-device variability to be less than 5%. On the other hand, the specific absorption of BC (6.6 m^2/g), used to calculate BC mass from absorption coefficient, is known to be much more variable [48]. Unfortunately, the real specific absorption of BC is not yet determined for Metro Manila. We can only speculate what uncertainty is introduced by using the value of 6.6 m^2/g. Assuming the uncertainty of specific absorption of BC in Metro Manila to be 15–25%, the estimated BC mass concentration uncertainty is still paired with the uncertainty made by aethalometers (frequently used in EF studies [46]). We constrain ourselves from estimating the uncertainties made in other studies, as this is beyond the scope of this study. Moreover, we expect the specific absorption of BC for the situation at roadside in Metro Manila to be lower than what was used in this study (values range from 3.9 to 8.4 m^2/g for urban environments [48]). Lower values of specific absorption of BC makes the BC mass concentration to be even higher, than what was reported using standard value.

To measure particle number size distribution (PNSD), we used mobility particle size spectrometer (MPSS) and aerodynamic particle sizer (APS). Target uncertainties were minimized by following the proposed methodology by Wiedensohler et al. [24,25]. With this, we can assure that the uncertainty of measured PNSD by MPSS is <20%. This, on the other hand, cannot be said about APS measurements and the final retrieved PNSD in a size range from 10 nm to 10 μm. Firstly, as indicated by Pfeifer et al. [26], there is no traceable reference method for the particle number concentration measurements in the size range 0.5–3 μm. Secondly, to convert particle mobility diameter to volume equivalent diameter, we have used particle shape and density that was adopted from the literature. Particle density and shape studies are not only non-existing in Metro Manila (street site), but are also very limited in general (for real world conditions). To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no particle shape–density measurements on routine monitoring basis exist worldwide. This makes choosing the right particle density rather challenging. In this study, constant particle density was chosen primarily to simplify the extended inversion routine. Inversion algorithm requires the input of dynamic shape factor and the particle density. It is allowed in the algorithm to manipulate both these values to achieve the best fit between
MPSS and APS PNSDs. However, it is not feasible to process thousands of PNSDs manually when two of the inversion parameters are not fixed. We chose the constant density of 1.8 g/cm$^3$ from the literature [49]. By fixing particle density to 1.8, we have inverted all the measured PNSDs keeping track on resulting dynamic shape factor, which ranged from 1.5 to 2.5. Which is in a good agreement with previous studies [29]. There might be other variations of particle density and shape factor, which give a good fit between MPSS and APS PNSDs. Therefore, until particle density and shape factor is not measured directly, there will always remain unknown uncertainty. The chosen particle density must be taken with caution. That being said, we estimated the weighted average particle density based on the fraction of BC in Metro Manila. Using published [49] densities of atmospheric aerosols (OC—1.2 g/cm$^3$; BC—2.0 g/cm$^3$) and BC fraction in Metro Manila [50], particle density was found to be in a range between 1.7 and 1.8 g/cm$^3$.

4.2. Estimating Emission Factor with OSPM

To calculate EF of certain pollutants, information about street canyon geometry (street width, building heights), number of vehicles, meteorological conditions, and pollutant concentrations is needed (see Section 2.3). All of which retain some level of uncertainty. For example, street canyon geometry was composed by using laser distance meter. Most commercially available meters are rather accurate (uncertainty <$1\%$); however, human error in performing the measurements may be much higher (we empirically estimate it to be <$10\%$).

The number of vehicles were calculated manually from the videos that were recorded during measurement campaign. Because of camera angle, only one direction traffic flow was characterized. The total fleet and vehicle number, segregated per vehicle type in street canyon, was then obtained by multiplying the counted vehicle number by 2 (corresponding bi-directional flow). The authors are aware that this may increase the EF factor uncertainty, however, manually counting half a million vehicles is already time and resources consuming activity, requiring some sort of approximation. Let us discuss two extreme hypothetical cases: (1) the traffic to opposite direction is significantly lower than the directly counted one; and (2) the traffic to opposite direction is significantly higher than directly counted. In case 1, we would overestimate the number of total fleet in street canyon, thus underestimating the resulting EF. Vice versa (case 2), by underestimating the total fleet, we would overestimate the resulting EF. To the best of authors knowledge, there is no reason why the traffic at Taft Avenue would be direction dependent. It is fair to say that the uncertainty in car count should not exceed 50\%.

Meteorological conditions that is wind speed and direction is another important variable for estimating the dilution at street canyon [32]. Attempts were made in the past to define the uncertainties of the autonomous weather stations [51]; however, results on wind speed and direction uncertainty remain inconclusive. In our study, we expect the uncertainty of wind speed and direction to be <15\% and <10 degrees, respectively [52]. When the wind speed is low, the turbulence created by the vehicles becomes a crucial dispersion mechanism, and thus, the accurate vehicle speed must be known [32]. From Figure S1, we can see that wind speed between approx. 00:00 and 04:00 is at its minimum. Meaning that traffic induced turbulence is a key process defining the dilution. Unfortunately, we can only assume the traffic speed at night to be <50 km h$^{-1}$. It is thus reasonable that the traffic speed uncertainty is 20\% to 30\%. To minimize this uncertainty, we have excluded the nighttime values from our EF comparison and discussion. During daytime, the wind speed increases and traffic speed decreases due to increased traffic flow. Suggesting that the traffic related turbulence during daytime is somewhat less of a defining factor when calculating the dilution.

Yet another debatable variable used in the EF calculation is the road traffic contribution to measured pollutant concentration (delta C in Equation (3)). Various methods were suggested and used to obtain this parameter, when direct measurements at urban background site are not available [33]. In our case, we used the rolling minimum method as presented by Kecorius et al. [20]. We chose this method over other (e.g., constant nighttime values), because the authors showed that the uncertainty in
estimated road traffic contribution using the rolling minimum method is somewhat acceptable—approx. 5%. Moreover, we can clearly see (Figure S2) that urban background pollutant concentrations are never constant.

One possible way to evaluate the uncertainty of estimated EFs without a need for sensitivity study, could be figuring out the justifiable range of possible emissions. For example, we are certain that the majority of LDVs and PUJs in Metro Manila are either lacking exhaust after treatment units entirely, or fall into emission standard range, which is expected for Euro 2 or lower. Euro 1 standard limits the emission of particulate matter from diesel vehicles to 0.14 and 0.25 g/km for LDVs and HDVs, respectively. It is reasonable to assume vehicles in Metro Manila to emit similarly. Here, we observed that LDVs emit approx. 0.18 mg/veh-km of BC. That is within 30% from expected Euro 1 values (although the comparison is made between particulate matter and BC). In case of PUJs, the difference is five-fold. Please bare in mind that jeepneys were originally made from U.S. military jeeps left over from World War II. It is hard to expect that these vehicles would have even Euro 1 compliant engines.

To conclude, we can only speculate what is the overall uncertainty of the estimated EF presented here. We expect it to be in a range between 30% and 50%. Although the uncertainty seems to be large, the same concerns shall be raised when assessing previously published, similarly derived EF values. It is safe to say that we used extensively published methodology, which over the years proved to give somewhat reliable results. The estimated uncertainties does not diminish the scale of the pollution that was observed in Manila. Also, while the real world EF may carry high uncertainty, it still provides the directions to understand possible causes for observed high concentrations of airborne, traffic-related pollutants. In the future, the focus will be on the sensitivity study addressing all previously mentioned uncertainties.

5. Summary and Conclusion

The characterization of traffic emissions in a street canyon in Manila, Philippines was conducted during the third stage (16 May to 11 June 2015) of the field experiment MACE 2015. We have calculated the emission factors (EF) of the equivalent black carbon (BC) and particle number (PN) based on measured values, car fleet information, and modeled dilution rate using Operational Street Pollution Model (OSPM). Traffic observations showed that on average, the fleet composition in Manila is comprised of 80% light-duty vehicle and 20% heavy-duty vehicle, where 94% of the heavy-duty vehicles was comprised of PUJs. Calculated EFs in the street canyon for particle number (<1000 nm) were 330 ± 24, 56 ± 7.0, and 106 ± 1.1 (10¹³ particles-veh⁻¹-km⁻¹), for PUJs, LDVs, and average fleet, respectively. The main results showed that the emission in Manila is dominated by ultrafine particles (<100 nm, 90%). The BC mass EFs were 1260 ± 50, 179 ± 4.2, and 336 ± 4.2 (mg-veh⁻¹-km⁻¹) for PUJs, LDVs, and average fleet, respectively. The BC emission shared up to 70% of calculated PM₁ mass EF. This implies that the urban air in Manila is comprised of not only high concentrations of ultrafine particles, but also BC particles, which are known to be highly toxic.

The separation of EFs according to vehicle category revealed that PUJs emit as much as seven- and six-times more particle mass and number than LDVs for the same driven kilometer, respectively. Moreover, the jeepney emits as much as lorry-like vehicles in western countries with three-fold more in terms of particle mass and roughly six-fold more in terms of particles number (<1000 nm). From EF calculation, we found that PUJs contribute to more than 60% of BC emission in Manila. High emissions from Manila’s vehicles, amongst other possible explanation, can be attributed to lenient regulations for vehicle exhaust after treatment, outdated engine technology, possibly fuel type and its constituents.

Addressing the severe, traffic-related air pollution problem in a rapidly industrializing regions is a challenge due to inadequate traffic intermediations and scarcity of focused studies. The important findings presented here bridges the gap between monitoring and reporting emissions of air pollutants in a highly urbanized region. By providing detailed information on local vehicle emissions and emission patterns, our EF inventory framework can help to support the targeted traffic interventions
and improvements of urban air quality not only in Manila, but also in other South-East Asian countries with similar fleet composition.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4433/10/10/603/s1. Table S1: Overview of pollutant concentrations on the curbside (Ks) and background (Bg) level at Taft Avenue, Manila, Philippines using merged PNSDs of MPSS and APS, Table S2: Meteorological Observation. Summary of meteorological conditions at Taft Avenue from 18 May–10 June, 2015. Rainy days were excluded in the data analysis, Table S3: Summary of mass emission factor compared to other literature. Emphasis is directed towards the urban road EF. The jeepney vehicle characterized in our study were compared to heavy-duty vehicles (HDV) of other studies. Background colour represents EF where night time values were excluded (dark gray) or included (light gray) in the calculation. YoM—year of measurements, Figure S1: Variation of observed wind speed and direction at the measurement site, (light gray) in the calculation. YoM—year of measurements. MP—measured parameter, Table S4: Summary of number emission factor compared to other literature. The jeepney vehicle were compared to HDV. Background colour represents EF where night time values were excluded (dark gray) or included (light gray) in the calculation. YoM—years of measurements, Figure S1: Variation of observed wind speed and direction at the measurement site, Figure S2: Curbside and derived Background concentration, Figure S3: The results of bivariate linear regression from solving Eq. 2. The output indicates that the fitted value is given by \( \hat{y} = \alpha + \beta x_1 + \gamma x_2 \), where \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) are the emission factors for LDV and PUJs, respectively. Plane represents the best fit with \( R^2 \) values of 0.6, 0.2, 0.3, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.2 for BC, PN_{10-20 nm}, PN_{20-60 nm}, PN_{60-300 nm}, PN_{300-800 nm}, and PN_{<1000 nm}, respectively. Figure S4: Brief explanation of Operational Street Pollution Model (OSPM).
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